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Ice hockey game table cheap

©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from links of our choice. The outdoor hockey table will bring many hours of entertainment and is a great way to organize a friendly challenge with family or friends. Simple rules, fast gameplay and skill
challenges make it a popular arcade-style game. Whether you're looking for a full-size professional pymachisk table or countertop for fun anywhere, you can find a model that suits your space and budget. Here are the best outdoor hockey tables in your home: This outdoor hockey table provides excellent air pressure and exciting LED light that will give your game a glow, literally. Whether you choose to
play hockey in the dark or not, LEDs give the game a dynamic dimension by reacting to table activity. At 7.5 feet long, this e-hockey table is the size only for teenagers and adults and is sturdy enough to stand up to competitive gameplay. The 120V engine provides an airbag that allows the puck to slide easily along the entire length of the table. The set is complemented by three discs, including an LED
version and two LED hooks. This table for children's air hockey is not only the size only right (at 54 inches long( but also included right. While standard air hockey tables can easily creep toward $1,000, this model makes it easier for children or teenagers to experience the fun of air hockey for a fraction of the price. At the same time, adults will not be able to resist a fun and friendly game on this table. This
children's hockey table is equipped with a blower, LED corner lights and a gunner. It contains two attackers and a puck, and is ready to play with minimal mounting. It is not as robust and durable as a professional outdoor hockey table, but for recreational use of children or teenagers, it is a great option at an affordable price. If you're running out of space but want excitement and excitement at the outdoor
hockey table, consider a table version like this one from Rally and Roar. This portable model measures 40 x 20 x 9 inches and can be used on a table or floor. Setup is simple and fast, and you can even take the table to go - organizing matches in the homes of friends or family members. The air hockey table is easy to store, which means you can enjoy this fun indoor game even if you don't have a games
room, basement or other room big enough to get a full-size outdoor hockey table. At the same time, Rally and Roar Tabletop Air Hockey Table features a powerful blower, electronic scorekeeper and quality strikers and pucks- everything you need to face off in an outdoor hockey game. The quality and design of this model it from an ordinary buffalo, but it's still great. There is no doubt that a full-size table for
air hockey takes up a lot of space in the room. If you want to turn your outdoor hockey table into a place of entertainment that Be used for many purposes, choose a convertible version- like this Model Sherwood from Hathaway. The Sherwood convertible hockey table features a smooth playing surface and a powerful competitive blower, as well as a table tennis insert. In addition, the fixed-surface tile
allows you to play any card or board game or complete craftsmanship. Included with this 7ft table are two benches that open to storing pucks, paddles, deck cards and more. Padded benches are ideal for spectators to sit down or can be used as seats for card games, board games or dinner. While some other convertible air hockey tables include even more game options, this model is distinguished by its
robust and simple design. It includes two of the most popular table games, with ice hockey and table tennis, but is flexible enough to be used for many other activities and serve as the center of the next night's game or dinner. Stop searching for an air hockey table of adjustable size with this 84-inch model from Hanover. Surrounded by solid wood elements, this table is durable but simple. The standard ice
rink offers a smooth sliding surface for the included discs and is equipped with easy-to-see ice rink markings, although it lacks bold graphics or extras such as LEDs and electronic score-keepers. Many people prefer to earn points manually because electronic versions are prone to inaccuracies. While standard air hockey tables measure 84 inches, you can opt for a more compact version, such as this 60-
inch ESPN model. The 5-meter outdoor hockey table is a popular alternative if you have little space or are looking for a table for children that adults will still enjoy. The ESPN Air-Powered hockey table has a smooth air-cushioned surface with a 120V blower. It also stands out on its overhead shooters, which makes it easy to track your score against your opponent. Combine classic fun and modern look with
this Hall of Games air hockey table. This stylish option has an 84-inch playing surface that is mounted on solid legs with a wood finish and reinforced with metal supports. Leg levellers ensure that the table remains stable and adapts to uneven flooring. Turn on the 120V blower for smooth, even airflow on the laminated playing surface. While maintaining the look of this modern outdoor hockey table, you will
find that the LED results holder is inquisitable along the edge of the table top. For a professional-style outdoor hockey table, check out this model-sized tournament from Valley-Dynamo. This professional outdoor hockey table is made of solid wood and commercial grade cabinet materials to provide a constant gaming experience. In addition, this commendable air hockey table has an industrial blower and
rails tested in the tournament to get a smooth surface for slipping. Valley-Dynamo is one of the largest manufacturers of gaming equipment in the world. This experience shines through in a professional outdoor hockey table makes it an excellent choice if you want to upgrade from a hobby table. If you're looking to spend less on great fun, consider the Hathaway Midtown 6-Foot Air Hockey Table. This
model is slightly smaller than the standard 7.5-foot air hockey table, but it's a great compromise if you're running out of space or have a smaller budget. Built with MDF with cherry laminate finish, this outdoor hockey table looks great in the games room and is suitable for smaller rooms. The poly sealed playing surface has more than 1900 holes, and the 110V blower pushes air through each of them, creating
an effective airbag for the puck. If you are looking for an affordable outdoor hockey table for older teenagers, this budget option is a good choice because of its value and stability. Or, if you lack space or funds for a standard air hockey table, consider this 6-foot model as a great alternative. Last updated January 11, 2020 Check out the latest price on amazon action-packed air hockey table with 120V engine
for maximum airflowSlick, Fast PVC playback surface for non-stop, arcade-playIlluminate play with multicolored LUMEN-X LED technology and high speed musicAccessories include 2 LED pusher, 2 round pucks, 1 hexagonal LED spinner puck Play fun and excitement sending the puck flying around the table As you compete with your friends in the arcade with an air hockey table that will fit in your home.
This equipment is now available in larger designs that look like those found in the arcade, as well as in smaller models that fit in the studio. Some even come with electronic scoreboards to help you track your activities. Our choice for the best air hockey table is atomic top shelf 7.5′. The 120V engine ensures that the puck glides effortlessly over the top, and the electronic scoreboard records each target. Top
Air Hockey Tables Today Slick design with high-speed PVC playing surface Perfect for kids (with LED lighting &amp; sound effects) Solid &amp; reliable design Great value for money! 90 x 49 x 31.2 inches 220 pounds Shipping weight: 230 pounds Viper Vancouver Amazing, proffesionally designed table Easy to assemble &amp; shop Long-term use Great customer service 89.5 x 48 x 32 inches Shipping
Weight: 340 pounds Triumph 3-in-1 Rotating Multigame Easy to install, perfect for small space With complete accessories Full size table, perfect for family Made of the best materials 79 x 45 x 9 inches 316 Shipping pounds Weight : 340lb Atomic Blazer Solid Structure &amp; Easy to Assemble With Sound Effects, for extra fun! With nice scoreboard Affordable Price 86 x 50 x 11.6 inches 25 pounds
Shipping Weight: 155 pounds Triumph Lumen-X Lazer Great for kids &amp; whole family Great quality &amp; hefty Perfect gift Illuminated pucks makes it more 72 x 40 x 31 inches 75 pounds Shipping Weight: 111.3 pounds Triumph Fire 'n Ice Ideal size for teens &amp; teenage players Reasonable price Strong &amp; easy to put together. Fast delivery 54 x 27 x 31 inches 39.6 pound Weight: 45.8lb
Hathaway Enforcer Durable Design Great for Family Activities Though its large is easy to carry &amp; transport Easy to assemble, no tools use. 66 x 32 x 32 inches 44.1 lb Shipping Weight: 54 pounds Sport Squad HX66 Ideal for all ages Even airflow for smooth play Complete accessories 68 x 34 x 5 inches 80 pounds Shipping weight: 85 pounds Franklin Sports Quikset Sets up in minutes, folds in
seconds Portable &amp; easy to move around With durable steel can be folded for easy storage 58 x 30.8 x 5 inches 40 pounds Shipping weight : 40.6lb NHL Adjust &amp; Store Hover Must-haves for parties Simple lock for easy storage Ideal starting table Comes with complete accessories 48.6 x 4.5 x 24.5 inches 24.2 pounds Shipping weight: 29.3 pounds ESPN60 Air Powered Great for air hockey fan
Assemby is pretty straight forward Reliable &amp; strong construction 60 x 30 x 32 24.2 pounds Shipping Weight: 55 pounds Triumph Defense Compact size perfect for small spaces Easy to set up Great as a gift 60 x 32 x 30 inch 50 pound Harvil 4 Foot Compact Size for Small Space Money Back Guarantee Stable &amp; Reliable Design 50.8 x 27.1 x 4.9 inch 36.4lb Westminster Air Hockey Solid &amp;
Solid Design Great for Kids Good Quality at Low Price! 42.8 x 8.5 x 26 inches 25 pounds Although there are hundreds of air hockey tables that you can now bring home, you can't go wrong with the Atomic Top Shelf 7.5′. The top shelf mimics the look of a true arcade model more than any other we've come across, and even comes with a 120V engine to produce the air you need to play. Other models
require more force or pressure to keep the puck moving, but this engine delivers all the air you need for even the longest games. With the electronic scoreboard, you can now check the scoreboard without taking your eyes off the table, and this scoreboard automatically updates every time a player reaches a goal. You will also love narrowed legs that provide table stability but still allow you to move freely.
Slick design with high speed PVC playing surfacePerfect for kids (with LED lighting &amp; sound effects)Solid &amp; reliable design Check scoring system as some reported broken 90 x 49 x 31.2 inch220 pounds Shipping weight: 230 pounds One look at this Viper Vancouver 7.5-Foot will make everyone in the house want to hurry up and play a few games. Like the models that can be seen in game
centers and arcades, it is equipped with an electronic scoreboard, which stands on both sides to give each player its own score, as well as the opponent's score. Between this scoreboard and the puck download system, you can easily keep the game going without slowing down. The built-in blower operates at up to 110 cubic feet per minute to ensure that the can keep up with your plays. It also comes with
built-in levellers to make sure the top is always level to prevent unfair unfairness With easy mounting and pucks and pushers on, it allows you to set up and player quickly. Amazing, professionally designed tableEasy for mounting &amp; storeSnavious useSa wonderful customer service There is no on/off switch. 89.5 x 48 x 32 inchesDating: 340 pounds One of the best combo models we've noticed was this
Triumph 3-in-1 Swivel Multigame, which uses a simple rotating design that lets you effortlessly switch between games. While you can use it as an outdoor hockey table, you can also rotate it up to play billiards, and no matter which mountain you use, it locks up in place to make sure it won't move. It also comes with a separate surface that fits the ping-pong game, while Triumph gives you a grid as well as
paddles and balls. Triumph has designed its own central air distribution system, which ensures an even amount of air moves through it during the game to prevent the puck from catching in the corners, and comes with levellers on each leg. Thanks to the download system, you will see the puck pops up at each end after the player's score. Easy to installPerfect for a small spaceIn complete
accessoriesmibeadtable, ideal for familiesChanged with the best materials The table is slightly smaller 79 x 45 x 9 inchesNote: 340 pounds Another model from Atomic, which we like, is the Model Blazer 7′, which is slightly shorter than our number one pick. It has a neat design that offers shades of red and white with red accents at the top, and the top looks like a real hockey field. The thin rail running
around the upper edges allows you to score points, and this rail is great for keeping the pucks on and off the floor. Curved and tapered legs support the model and remain on the sidelines, and these legs have levellers to use the table on uneven surfaces. The 120V high-strength blower does a good job keeping the puck in play, and the electronic scoreboard tracks time and results. Blazer can even hold the
surface of a ping pong game you already own or buy separately. Solid structure &amp; easy to assemble With sound effects, for extra fun! With a nice scoreboard The affordable price table gets labeled very easily. 86 x 50 x 11.6 inchesNote: The 155 pound Triumph has created a Lumen-X Lazer 6′ for those who want a craft that looks a little different. With a black design that combines shades of white, light
gray and light blue, it has a more dynamic look that turns your outdoor hockey table into the highlight of your game room. It has a number of small lights around the edges that add a touch of excitement to every regular game, and these lights put emphasis on an electronic scoreboard that lights up and changes with every goal scored. Adding to the fun are the lights built into both pucks and attackers that
cause each of them to light up when hit the game in the dark. on the table operate with the included AC adapter, which can be connected to the nearest outlet. Triumph also added levellers on the legs. Great for kids &amp; whole familyGreat quality &amp; hefty GiftIlluminated pucks makes it more fun! 72 x 40 x 31 inchesDaudding: 11.3 pounds Also from Triumph this is the Fire 'n Ice LED Light-Up 54,
which is equipped with some light functions, such as the last model. It is one of the best models for competitive gamers as it comes with a red pusher and blue pusher that has LED lights inside that light up when hit the puck, and the included puck also has LED lights inside. Fire and ice graphics on the surface and sides use the same red and blue colors as the discs. Built-in cross braces add extra stability
to keep your legs from wooing, and with built-in leg levellers, you can slightly adjust any of these legs to ensure that the surface is as flat as possible. You can manually track the results with the abacus scorer, or you can use electricity to power the electronic scoreboard table. Perfect size for teens &amp; teenage playersServable priceStrong &amp; easy to put togetherFast delivery 54 x 27 x 31
inchesShipping Weight: £45.8 Feel like an ice enforcer when you send a puck flying through the top of this Hathaway Enforcer. Everything about this table screams fun and excitement, from bright colors and curved lines on top to the bold shades of blue and black used in leg design. These legs provide extra stability and have curved panels between the legs to help you move more freely. Made of MDF
with graphics wrapped around the sides and edges, it is also equipped with a 110V high power blower that keeps the puck from being reassembed in the corner and keeps it moving on a slippery surface. Every time you or your opponent makes a target, you can use the easy return system to catch the puck and keep playing. Enforcer also has a useful digital shooter for accurate storage of results. Durable
designGreat for family businessThrough large, easy to move &amp; transportEasy for assembly, without the use of tools.66 x 32 x 32 inchesDautek: 54 poundsChood combos are generally not as reliable or durable as standard ice hockey tables, you may want this combo unit, which is equipped with a dedicated fan that produces enough air for most players. Measuring just 85 pounds, it's as easy to get
home and collect as it is to move in front of the next party. It is equipped with a high-power fan with ac adapter to plug into the outlet before playing. The infield at each end has a puck return system that helps you grab the puck more easily after your opponent's goals to keep the action going, and the manufacturer gives you three pucks. It is also equipped with a digital shooter on the site that keeps accurate
results during the game. Sport Squad also offers nets, ping-pong and that allow you to play tennis on the included ping pong surface. Ideal for all agesEassed airflow for smooth playbackStaining 68 x 34 x 5 inchesLifting car: 85 85 It may not look as lean or as average as some of the other units that featured, this Franklin Sports Quickset is great for any game room and perfect for active kids. The 54-inch
version is long enough for adults to enter the action and has black legs and a black background that allows bright orange graphics on top to really pop. It has a comfortable foldable design that allows you to fold your legs under the table for easy storage. Reinforced hinges made of steel ensure that when these legs are latched, these legs will remain locked in place until you have to store them. A small
digital shooter helps you track the score and see who wins without taking your hands off the board. It is also equipped with a disc download system at both ends. Set up in minutes, folds in seconds Passable &amp; easy to moveI have a durable steel constructionYou cankasłajor for easy storage58 x 30.8 x 5 inchesCarbar: 40.6 gbdIf you are on the market for a combo model that comes with built-in
storage, consider bringing home this Fat Cat Pocket 7ft Black 3-in-1 that will make every party or gather together. Built-in stands and compartments at the end help to track pucks and paddles, as well as billiard rack and balls, and storage along the base stores pool sticks. Switching between games is as easy as rotating the top. In addition to the rotating top, the Fat Cat also gives you a separate top that
can be placed on top of it for ping-pong, and comes with its own mesh that easily attaches. The built-in fan provides enough air to keep the puck moving, though you may find that the puck doesn't move as fast or smoothly as you want. Quite simple in combination. Robust designSpace shield and compact fun32 x 56 x 12 inchesDauszshipcowania: 326 poundsNHL fans will get a kick from the game on this
48-inch Adjust &amp; Hover Store, which comes with National Hockey League graphics all over the top and sides. The fringe that surrounds it even includes eastern and western conference graphics, as well as the Stanley Cup at the center. These graphics move to the top and let you choose whether you want to play in the east or in the west. One of the great features of this model is that the legs adapt to
three different heights: eight inches, 26.5 inches and 31 inches to compensate for the height or the way you want to play, and you can easily move the table with brackets on each leg. It comes with a small fan that acts as a blower to move the puck and an electronic scoreboard that comes with realistic sound effects. Must-haves for sitesA bead for easy storageWritten by ESPN Starting Table Comes with
complete accessories48.6 x 4.5 x 24.5 inchesDausshipping: 29.3 poundsDesigned by ESPN, this 60Air Powered allows you to experience some of the excitement of these hockey games you can see on TV while playing in It has a powerful look that has the ESPN logo on both sides, around the edges and on the which also comes with accents in red and black that make the puck look like it's really flying.
The overhead piece runs in the middle of the table and functions like an electronic scoreboard, but you can also use this without electricity due to the built-in hand shooter. The leg levellers at the bottom help to change or adjust the height of one or more legs depending on the floors, and the 110V blower, which works with each outlet, provides players with constant airflow. This ESPN table comes with
game accessories, including two black pushers and two red pucks. Great for aerial hockey fanAssembly is pretty simple front Games &amp; smart construction460 x 30 x 32 inchesShipping Weight: 55 poundsTh looking for a cheaper aerial hockey table that won't take up much space can love the Triumph Defense, which measures just five-foot long and occupies a fraction of the space as other models do.
Although it uses a digital scoring system, it also comes with an abacus shooter that you can use for shorter or longer games. Bold and bright graphics wrap around the entire table, and each end has a simple puck download system. Defense ranks lower on our list because this unit is much better for teenagers and children than for adults and serious players. The included fan keeps the puck moving, but the
included discs are quite fragile and may not move as fast as you want. As the table is only 30-inches tall, it can make you adjust to feel uncomfortable while playing too. Compact size ideal for small spacesEasy set upGreat as dar60 x 32 x 30 inchesShipping Weight: 50 poundsA budget hockey use will love harvil 4 Foot with electronic scoring, which helps them more accurately track all the goals made. This
scoreboard contains two different digital screens that show the number of points earned by you and your opponent, although there is no countdown function, as other shooters do. With a length of four feet with curved panels between each leg takes up less space, which makes it a good choice for use in the living room or bedroom of the child. Weighing less than 30 pounds, it is easy to carry and store, and
comes with a 110V engine that produces enough air to move the puck around the table. Electronic results are based on two AAA batteries, but you can use handheld shooters when batteries are not available. Harvil added leg levellers to keep the device from wooing or moving too. Compact size for small spacesMoney back guaranteeStable &amp; reliable design50.8 x 27.1 x 4.9 inchesShipping Weight:
36.4 poundsThough this Westminster Air Hockey Full Size Table claims that it is a full size table, we put it in our lower place because it has a weak pattern and is not nearly as durable as other full tables. this is a good option for those who want an air hockey table for their children and those who deal with the price, because it is one of the cheapest models available outside the game table. Features abacus
abacus shooter Every end that allows you and your opponent to track your targets for extra accuracy. The legs in each corner have curved panels that add a solid structure to it, and these curved panels also keep your legs out of the way. Although it comes with both pucks and pushers, its engine is not very strong, which can leave you feeling disappointed because you need to apply more force to the puck.
Solid &amp; solid designMain for kidsHeds quality at a low price!42.8 x 8.5 x 26 inchesNote: 25 poundsAs we looked at air hockey tables, we checked features such as scoring options, whether it comes with an engine that produced air like professional tables and overall design. Our best choice was easily atomic top shelf 7.5' Air Hockey Table. The 120V engine produces constant airflow to keep the puck
moving on the surface and allow you to consume less pressure on each impact. We like the overall design of this model, because it looks like it has just come out of the arcade. It is equipped with electronic lights along the edges, large tapered legs that won't stand in your way when you lean over the table to take a picture, and a smooth surface that has colored lines to mimic the look of the actual hockey
surface. With the electronic scoreboard, you no longer need to manually track goals. We hope you enjoyed our top pick. Let us know your opinion when you and your family get the chance to enjoy the table. If you're ever on the market for other gaming tables, we have a great comparison of ping-pong tables on our site. Before buying one of the best outdoor hockey tables we found, or before you start
looking for one on your own, in addition to knowing the basic rules of air hockey make sure you have any idea how to choose the best one for your kids or to play with friends. Scoring methodsA lots of new models come from an electronic scoreboard that automatically tracks the score for you and updates that score with each new goal. Cheaper models are equipped with a manual scoring system. They
look like small abacuses that need to be adjusted every time a player scores goals. Fan or Blower Cheap models expect you to use force to push the puck into your opponent's target. If you can afford to spend a little more, choose one with a built-in fan or blower. The 110V blower provides enough power to keep the puck moving, though you'll find several models with a larger fan. Power SourceAir hockey
tables, which are equipped with an electronic or digital scoreboard, will use AC or battery power. Some models come with a small scoreboard that uses AA or AAA batteries, but these scoreboards often pass through batteries quickly. One that is equipped with an AC adapter will allow you to power this without throwing money away from the batteries. Multigame and Combo TablesA table combo, also called
multi-match table, is a good option for some buyers as it can form the basis for your game room. These tables allow you to play three or more games thanks to tops that rotate or tilt. tilt. even come with separate tables that allow you to play table tennis or cards in addition to billiards and air hockey. Table sizeThink about the people who will play on this air hockey table to find out what size you need.
Smaller tables range from three feet to four feet are ideal for kids and even teenagers. Adults prefer tables that measure six feet to seven feet long or longer. Legs LevelersUnless you play hockey in a room with completely flat floors, you will want a table with leg levellers. These simple levellers adjust to compensate for uneven carpet, tiles or hardwood and will keep the table from wooing. Graphics and
DesignAj may want to draw attention to the graphics and design of the table. Tables with surfaces designed to look like ice rinks have a more realistic design that makes every game more realistic. Bright colors and bold graphics can make games more exciting. Too.
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